We develop a mathematical concept towards gauge field theories based upon a Hilbert space endowed with a representation of a unitary Lie algebra and an action of a generalized Dirac operator. This concept shares common features with the non-commutative geometryà la Connes / Lott, differs from that, however, by the implementation of unitary Lie algebras instead of unital associative * -algebras. We present the physical motivation for our approach and sketch its mathematical strategy. We also discuss the tree-level predictions for masses of gauge and Higgs bosons obtained for two Grand Unification models within our scheme.
Introduction
This paper is essentially the introduction of my Ph.D. thesis [18] . The main part of the thesis contains about 150 pages, which is too much to publish (and to be readable). Therefore, I decided to write a paper containing the physical motivation, the main ideas and the physical results. Proofs for the statements and comments concerning technical questions are not given.
Physical Motivation
We would like to construct (the classical action of) gauge field theories on a space-time manifold X out of the following input data:
1) The (Lie) group of local gauge transformations G .
2) Chiral fermions ψ transforming under a representationπ of G .
3) The fermionic mass matrix M , i.e. fermion masses plus generalized Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices. 4) Possibly the symmetry breaking pattern of G . Let us comment on these data. It is common sense that the free Dirac action for fermions,
is not gauge invariant. In this equation, D is the free Dirac operator and dx the volume element on X . First, ifπ(G ) commutes with M , then the kinetic termψDψ of the Dirac Lagrangian is not gauge invariant, becauseπ(G ) does not commute with D . Usually, one restores gauge invariance by adding gauge fields A minimally coupled to the fermions. The gauge field A is determined by the condition that there exist transformations of A under G that compensate the disturbing part of the transformation ofψDψ . Second, if the action of only a subgroup G 0 of G commutes with M , then the mass termψ Mψ of the Dirac Lagrangian is not gauge invariant. In this case, one restores gauge invariance by extending the fermionic mass matrix to Higgs fields M + Φ with appropriate transformation behavior. Thus, the gauge invariant fermionic action can be written as
Moreover, one wishes to have a dynamics for the fields A and Φ . This is achieved by adding the free bosonic action
where , 2 and , 1 are appropriate scalar products. However, the action S ′ free is not gauge invariant, one has to add interaction terms for A and Φ . Moreover, the vacuum expectation value of Φ + M must be just the mass matrix M in order to reproduce the correct fermionic sector. This is achieved by adding quartic interaction terms V (Φ + M) such that Φ + M = M is a local minimum of V (Φ + M) . Note that the vacuum expectation value is invariant only under the action of a subgroup G 0 of G (spontaneous symmetry breaking). In summary, the invariant bosonic action has the symbolic form
contains all information over that manifold: Given C(X) one can reconstruct the manifold X (up to homeomorphisms) as the set of characters. In the other direction, each commutative unital C * -algebra is isomorphic to C(X) for a certain compact manifold X . This language was transcribed to the case that the C * -algebra is not commutative, and one considers general C * -algebras as function algebras over "non-commutative manifolds". This programme, to dualize geometric or topological objects and to deform them within the dual picture, has been very successful. It led for instance to algebraic K-theory and quantum groups. Gel'fands theorem establishes the duality between the function algebra C(X) and the topology of X . The discovery of Connes [4] was that, taking in addition the Dirac operator acting on the spinor Hilbert space, one can also recover the metric properties of X . It is possible to reconstruct the distance between two points and the de Rham complex. Formalizing this method, Connes introduced the basic object of non-commutative geometry, the K-cycle or spectral triple:
is compact and for all a ∈ A there is [D, π(a)] ∈ B(h) . The K-cycle is called even iff in addition there is a selfadjoint operator Γ on h , fulfilling Γ 2 = ½ B(h) , ΓD + DΓ = 0 and Γπ(a) − π(a)Γ = 0 , for all a ∈ A .
Non-commutative geometry seems to be perfectly adapted to the setting 1) to 4). If the metric of the manifold X is not positive definite, one first constructs a Euclidian version of the gauge field theory. Within the Euclidian picture, the fermions ψ are described by elements of the Hilbert space h . Moreover, one chooses the selfadjoint operator D of Definition 1 to be equal to D + M on physical fermions ψ . Also the gauge group G is easy to obtain, it is just the group of unitary elements of A . The action of G on the fermions ψ is simply the restriction of π to G ⊂ A and ψ ∈ h . At the very end, one returns to an indefinite metric by a Wick rotation. Chiral fermions are obtained by means of a chirality condition via the operator Γ .
This prescription has proved very successful in reformulating the standard model. There exists an "old scheme" initiated by Connes and Lott in [6] , see also [4, 13, 14] , and a "new scheme" based upon real structures introduced by Connes in [5] , see also [12, 16] for the application to model building. The algebra A and its group of unitary elements U(A) are given by
The additional U(1)-groups are eliminated by unimodularity conditions. One gets a very promissing relation between the mass of the W boson and the mass of the top quark, and the prediction for the mass of the Higgs field is compatible with the LEP precision experiments. These overwhelming successes of non-commutative geometry lead to the expectation that its application to other gauge field theories should be not difficult. However, one runs into certain problems. It was shown in [15] that, besides the standard model, there are only two more or less realistic models which can be constructed within the above understanding of non-commutative geometry: the SU(4) P S ×SU(2) L ×SU(2) R -model and the SU(3) C ×SU(2) L ×SU(2) R ×U(1) B−Lmodel. However, if one additionally demands a real structure [5] for the K-cycle, then also these two models are ruled out. The only more or less realistic physical model that is compatible with the most elegant prescription of non-commutative geometry is the standard model! It is certainly to early to judge from experimental results whether the standard model is correct or not. At least the standard model is not finally confirmed. Therefore, it must be admitted to consider alternative physical models such as Grand Unified Theories. The results of [15] imply that one needs additional structures or different methods for a formulation of these models within non-commutative geometry.
There do exist non-commutative geometric formulations of Grand Unified Theories, such as the SU(5)-GUT presented in [1, 2] and the SO(10)-GUT proposed in [3] . The authors of these formulations, Chamseddine, Felder and Fröhlich, start to construct an auxiliary K-cycle out of the gauge group acting on an auxiliary Hilbert space via the fundamental representation. Within this framework they construct the bosonic sector. Then they interpret some of these bosonic quantities as Lie algebra valued and consider Lie algebra representations on the physical Hilbert space to obtain the fermionic sector. This procedure is a systematic realization of the gauge theory construction programme set up at the beginning. An aesthetic shortcoming is the auxiliary character of the K-cycle, which of course is inevitable in view of [15] .
However, only a slight modification of non-commutative geometry enables the formulation of a large class of physical models without additional structures.
Non-associative Geometry
Let us investigate why the most elegant prescription of non-commutative geometry is so restrictive to admissible models. The obstruction is the extension of the representations of the gauge group G to representations of the unital * -algebra A containing G as the set of unitary elements. Thatπ is a representation of G on the Hilbert space h means that
The representationπ should coincide with the representation π of A on the subset
It is perhaps not the problem to extend the multiplication rule (7) to the entire algebra A . The essential problem is that this extension must be compatible with linear operations,
Addition and multiplication by scalars are not defined on G , and the representationπ does not care whether it is linear or not. A priory, there are two representations that fulfil (8) , the identity and -in the case of real algebras -the complex conjugation. In general, this is all what is possible. We see: The reason why the most elegant prescription of non-commutative geometry is so restrictive is that it is compatible only with linear representations of the gauge group. Most of the Grand Unified Theories are not of that type.
Fortunately, our observation also shows the way how to overcome the restriction: We have to linearize the gauge group! But linearization of a Lie group means to work within the tangent space at a fixed group element, for instance the unit element. The tangent space at the unit element is isomorphic to the Lie algebra g of G . Thus, the Lie algebra g of the gauge group G is the right object, not an algebra covering G . The linearized group multiplication is described by the commutator of Lie algebra elements. It is clear that the representation of a Lie group induces a representation of its Lie algebra. The point is that this Lie algebra representation is always linear.
In analogy to the procedure in non-commutative geometry we formalize our observation. We simply replace in Definition 1 the unital associative * -algebra A by a unitary Lie algebra g . The outcome can no longer be called a K-cycle; I propose the name "L-cycle", where the letter L stands for Lie (and it is the next letter in the alphabet). We also cannot keep the name non-commutative geometry, because a Lie bracket is always (anti-)commutative. But -in generalthe Lie bracket is not associative. Thus, it seemed to me appropriate to baptize the whole theory which we are going to develop "non-associative geometry". However, it must be stressed that this approach can not be applied to general non-associative algebras. In this sense, the name "non-associative geometry" is misleading, but "anti-commutative non-associative geometry" is too long.
The central definition of non-associative geometry is the following:
) over a unitary Lie algebra g is given by i) an involutive representation π of g in the Lie algebra B(h) of bounded operators on a Hilbert space h , i.e. (π(a))
It seems obvious that the concept of non-associative geometry is perfectly adapted to the setting 1) to 4) at the beginning: As in non-commutative geometry we start with the construction of the Euclidian gauge field theory. Then, the Hilbert space h is the completion of the space where the Euclidian fermions ψ live. For technical reasons it may sometimes be necessary to work with several copies of the fermions. The Lie algebra g is simply the Lie algebra of the gauge group G . The Lie algebra representation π is just the differentialπ * of the representationπ . The selfadjoint operator D is chosen in such a way that on physical fermions it equals D + M . The operator Γ represents the chirality properties of the fermions. Finally, one returns to Minkowski space by a Wick rotation and imposes a chirality condition for the fermions ψ by means of Γ.
The programme of non-associative geometry is clear: We "simply" have to transcribe the Connes-Lott prescription of non-commutative geometry to our case. However, this is not as easy as one probably expects. The associativity of the algebra and the existence of a unit element are very powerful tools. Without them we are forced to go long detours where non-commutative geometry uses short cuts.
The General Scheme
Now for the sketch of the construction in the general context, without relation to physical models. In analogy to the first step in non-commutative geometry we enlarge our Lie algebra g to a universal graded differential Lie algebra Ω * g . One can imagine Ω * g as the set of repeated graded commutators of g + I and dg + I , where dg is a second copy of g and I a certain ideal invariant under commutators, linear operations and d . Thus, elements ω ∈ Ω * g have the form
where v i α either belongs to g or dg . The vector space Ω * g is an AE-graded vector
is compatible with that grading structure; one has [Ω k g,
respects the usual graded antisymmetry and the graded Jacobi identity. The symbol d is extended to a graded differential on Ω * g , it is nilpotent and obeys the graded Leibniz rule. The graded Lie algebra Ω * g is universal in the following sense: Each graded differential Lie algebra generated by π(g) and dπ(g) can be obtained by factorization of Ω * g with respect to a differential ideal. For instance, the information contained in an L-cycle determines uniquely such a differential ideal. Thus, there is a canonical graded differential Lie algebra Ω * D g associated to an L-cycle.
To find this differential Lie algebra, we represent Ω * g on the Hilbert space h , using the data specified in the L-cycle. This representation π vanishes on the ideal I and is defined by
Here, it is essential to have the grading operator Γ , which detects the correct sign for −(−1)
kl . As one expects from non-commutative geometry, the representation π does not transport the differential d on Ω * g to a differential on π(Ω * g) . To cure this, we use the same trick as in non-commutative geometry. One shows that
is a graded differential ideal of Ω * g . Factorizing out the junk J * g we obtain the graded differential Lie algebra Ω *
The differential and the commutator are defined as usual for equivalence classes. It is extremely useful to introduce a linear map σ from Ω * g to (possibly unbounded) operators on h . The operator σ is odd with respect to the 2 -grading and is within the same notations as before defined by
Now, there is a nice intertwining relation between the differential d on Ω * g and the generalized Dirac operator D :
In particular, taking ω k ∈ ker π , we get
This characterization of π(J * g) is especially convenient, because σ(ω k ) is derived successively from lower degrees, see (13) . Indeed, this is the way how we can eventually compute π(J * g) : The real problem is to find σ(Ω 1 g) . Then we derive for k ≥ 2 by induction a formula for σ(ω k ) for given π(ω k ) . Clearly, σ(ω k ) is not uniquely defined by π(ω k ) , and this ambiguity is nothing but the junk π(J k+1 g) .
But the explicit realization of this line is not done within a couple of pages. We also point out that, once knowing σ(ω k ) , formula (14) provides the explicit differentiation rule for elements of Ω * D g . In non-commutative geometry one is ready at this point. There, the connection form is simply an element of Ω 1 D g and the curvature an element of Ω 2 D g . It is straightforward to write down the fermionic and bosonic actions. In nonassociative geometry, the situation is different. If one tries to find a reasonable definition for the connection (the covariant derivative), one encounters more freedom than one expects. Not the graded differential Lie algebra Ω * D g is the correct space where the connection form and the curvature live, but the space of certain graded Lie endomorphisms of Ω * D g . This is not completely unreasonable. For instance, connections within the framework of finite projective modules [17] are of a similar type. Mathematically, we introduce two additional classes of spaces. Spaces of the first class, called H n g , are graded Lie homomorphisms of π(Ω * g) . They consist of linear (possibly unbounded) operators on h of 2 -degree n mod 2 , which raise the AE-degree of π(Ω * g) and π(J * g) by n ,
Spaces of the second class, called Â n g , are graded linear mappings from π(
Factorization of H n g with respect to Â n g yields the graded differential Lie algebrâ
The differential and the commutator onĤ * g are defined as usual for dual spaces, via the graded Leibniz rule and the graded Jacobi identity. From our definitions it is clear that
In some sense, this framework is a completion of the primary spaces π(Ω * g), π(J * g) and Ω * D g . The definition of a connection on L-cycles will be given elsewhere [19] . Here, we shall only quote the result: A connection ∇ acting on Ω * D g is closely related to the covariant derivative ∇ h acting on the Hilbert space h . The general form of these two objects is
The Lie homomorphism ρ is called the connection form (gauge potential). The curvature (field strength) of the connection ∇ is
We see that our formulae look very similar to what one knows from noncommutative geometry or classical gauge field theory. The price are the complicated spaces where our gauge potential and field strength take its values. Also the operations dρ and {ρ, ρ} are very difficult to perform, because they are only indirectly defined. It is a visible complication compared with non-commutative geometry to find not only Ω * D g but alsoĤ * g . To obtain the gauge group U(g) , one starts with the exponential mapping of a neighbourhood of the zero element of H 0 g . This yields the geometry of a unitary gauge group in a small neighbourhood of the unit element. Taking finite products one can enlarge the domain where the group multiplication and the inverse are defined. But in general one can not reconstruct the global topology of the gauge group. However, for most physical applications it suffices to know the gauge group locally (in the laboratory). One can define an adjoint representation Ad of U(g) on Ω * D g . Local gauge transformations are given by
where u ∈ U(g) and ψ ∈ h . The bosonic and fermionic actions are modelled according to the example of non-commutative geometry. Using the Dixmier trace Tr ω and assuming that it makes sense to extend it to elements of H * g we define the bosonic action
where θ 0 ∈ H 2 g is any representative of θ . For the fermionic action we use the scalar product on the Hilbert space:
Both S B and S F are invariant under gauge transformations (22).
Functions ⊗ Matrices
In physical applications one is especially interested in the case that the Lie algebra g is the tensor product of the algebra of functions on the space-time manifold X and a matrix Lie algebra a . We are able to handle this situation. However, it turns out that we must impose restrictions to the matrix Lie algebra. If a is semisimple then there are no problems at all. For a being Abelian we have to impose constraints on the representations. Remarkably, for the models I considered so far, the u(1)-representations realized in nature are admissible. Thus, we are able to deal with L-cycles over the Lie algebra
where C ∞ (X) is the algebra of smooth functions over the space-time manifold, a ′ is a semisimple Lie algebra and a ′′ an Abelian Lie algebra. The Hilbert space is
where L 2 (X, S) is the Hilbert space of square integrable sections on the spinor bundle over X . The representation π of g on h is given by
whereπ is a representation of a
where D and γ are the Dirac operator and the chirality operator on L 2 (X, S) . In four dimensions, γ = γ 5 . Moreover, M is a symmetrical complex F × Fmatrix such that there exists a symmetrical F × F -matrixΓ, fulfillingΓ 2 = ½ F , MΓ = −ΓM and elementwiseπ(a)Γ =Γπ(a) . Then, the chirality operator is Γ = γ ⊗Γ .
As mentioned before, the representationπ(a ′′ ) is not arbitrary, we have a constraint relation between M andπ(a ′′ ) . Observe that the tuple (a, F , M,π,Γ) itself forms an L-cycle. In some sense, the L-cycle (g, h, D, π, Γ) is the product of the Dirac K-cycle (C ∞ (X), L 2 (X, S), D, γ) with the matrix L-cycle (a, F , M,π,Γ) . One may ask how the spaces π(Ω * g), π(J * g) and Ω * D g depend on the geometric objects of the underlying Dirac K-cycle and the matrix L-cycle. It turns out [18, 19] that π(Ω * g), π(J * g) and Ω * D g can be universally written as a sum of tensor products of the space of differential forms of homogeneous degree (partly coboundaries only) with certain commutators and anticommutators of homogeneous subspaces ofπ(Ω * a) andπ(J * a) . Thus, if one has complete knowledge of π(Ω * a) andπ(J * a) , then also π(Ω * g), π(J * g) and Ω * D g are known. The formulae of lowest degree read:
Here, Λ k is the space of k-differential forms, B 1 = dΛ 0 ⊂ Λ 1 the space of 1-coboundaries and
For higher degrees, the formulae for the matrix part belonging to a fixed space of k-differential forms become more and more complicated. Corresponding formulae in non-commutative geometry are less difficult, because an associative algebra does not care, at which sites in the product ω 1 • ω 2 • . . .
• ω n one inserts brackets distinguishing commutators and anticommutators. As it can be seen, the Abelian Lie algebra a ′′ plays a special rôle. For instance, if the connection form ρ belongs to Ω . These equations and 2 -grading properties and involution identities make it possible to find the space of gauge potentials (34). Moreover, one also gets a decomposition for the ideal Â 2 g commuting with functions, which we need to write down the bosonic action (23):
Again, one finds certain equations between i a andπ(Ω * a),π(J * a) that make it possible to determine Â 2 g . For the computation of the bosonic action one makes use of the fact that in the present situation one can express the Dixmier trace by a combination of the usual trace over the matrix structures (including gamma matrices) and integration over the space-time manifold.
The Standard Model
The L-cycle for the standard model is the direct transcription of the physical situation. Clearly, the Lie algebra to use is
However, it is necessary to include right neutrinos and endow them with a nontrivial mixing matrix (Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix). This means that within our formulation it is essential that neutrino oscillations do exist. The reason is that when computing the space of gauge potentials (34) we get additional u(1)-gauge fields if the fermionic mass matrix is degenerated. For a generic mass matrix the space of gauge potentials is just the usual one. The formalism generates one complex Higgs doublet and a quartic potential for it. Three of its components are absorbed by the Higgs mechanism and give mass to the W ± and Z bosons. One massive scalar Higgs fields survives. In the same way as in non-commutative geometry we obtain tree-level predictions for all bosonic masses. For the simplest scalar product we find
Here, m t , m W , m Z , m H are the masses of the top quark, the W bosons, the Z boson and the Higgs boson. The photon and the gluons remain massless. The Weinberg angle θ W coincides with the SU(5)-GUT prediction. Moreover, we get the same coupling constants for the weak and strong interactions. In noncommutative geometry one uses the covering algebra A = C ∞ (X)⊗(M 3 ⊕À⊕ ) to derive the standard model, together with a rather complicated representation of A . Usually, one does not include right neutrinos. For the simplest scalar product, the numerical results are [14] 
, m H = 69 28
Thus, the predictions from non-associative and non-commutative geometry do not differ very much. We also mention that there exist alternative formulations of the standard model based upon a different understanding of non-commutative geometry. An important line is the Mainz-Marseille approach, see [7] [8] [9] 11 ].
Grand Unification Models
I also applied the formalism of non-associative geometry to two Grand Unification models: 1) the SU(5) × U(1)-Grand Unification model, 2) the SU(5)-Grand Unification model. Both models can be treated by one calculation. Only at the very end we must distinguish them. Whereas the construction of the standard model within nonassociative geometry is very short, the same work for the two Grand Unification models consumes almost 90 pages. The matrix L-cycle is given by the following data: The internal Hilbert space is 192 . This means that we must deal with huge matrices, a problem which should not be underestimated. The strange number 192 = 4 · 48 arises because there are 48 fermions in nature (including right neutrinos), and we need four copies of them: Two copies because we need particles and antiparticles in one representation (the SU(5) exchanges particles and antiparticles -proton decay!), and an additional doubling to include the essential grading operator. The 48 fermions occur in three generations, each generation contains 16 fermions. In the SU(5)-model, these 16 fermions are assigned to the representations 10, 5 * , 1 . Right neutrinos are included in the trivial representation 1 . In the SU(5) × U(1)-model, the isospin partners are exchanged. There, the right electrons are assigned to the trivial representation, which clearly can not be omitted. For the "classical" discussion of the SU(5) × U(1)-model see [10] . Now, for a = (a ′ , a ′′ ) ∈ a , a ′ ∈ su(5) , a ′′ ∈ u(1) , we define the representation π of the Lie algebra su(5) ⊕ u(1) of our matrix L-cycle in terms of 48 × 48-block matrices
In terms of the decomposition 48 = (10 ⊕ 5 * ⊕ 1) ⊗ 3 we have
Here, π 5 (a ′ ) = a ′ is the adjoint representation 24 of su(5) and π 10 (a ′ ) the embedding of 24 into End(10) = 1 ⊕ 24 ⊕ 75 . In the case of the pure SU(5)-model we simply put a ′′ ≡ 0 . The fact that the su(5) and u(1) representations are tensorized by ½ 3 means that the gauge group does not distinguish between the three generations of fermions. The mass matrix M of the L-cycle consists of two different contributions. The one is diagonal and the other off-diagonal in the sense of the indicated decomposition into two by two blocks in (38):
The 48 × 48-matrix M f = M T f is the fermionic mass matrix. A convenient picture is to imagine the two-two structure as the left-right decomposition. Since the masses exchange left and right fermions, they must stand in the off-diagonal blocks. With this picture in mind it is not difficult to assign the 3 × 3-fermion mass matrices M u , M d , M e , M ν to the 16 × 16-block matrix M f . Here, M u is the mass matrix for the (u, c, t)-quark sector, M d the mass matrix for the (d, s, b) quark sector, M e the mass matrix for the (e, µ, τ )-lepton sector and M ν the mass matrix for the (ν e , ν µ , ν τ )-neutrino sector. These mass matrices include the fermion masses and generalized Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing angles. Mathematically, the site where these generation matrices occur in M f coincides with a combination of the 5-representation and the 45-representation of su (5) . The relevant decomposition rules of tensor products are Hom(10 * , 10) = 5 * ⊕ 45 * ⊕ 50 , Hom(5, 10) = 5 ⊕ 45 , Hom(1, 5
Let n be an appropriate element of 5 and n ′ be an appropriate element of 45 . Then one has in the su(5) ⊕ u(1)-case
where π 10,10 (n) is the embedding of n ∈ 5 into Hom(10 * , 10) , π 10,5 (n) the embedding of n into Hom(5, 10) and π 5,1 (n) the embedding of n into Hom(1, 5 * ) . Moreover,
For the SU(5)-model one has to exchange the fermion labels u ↔ d and ν ↔ e . The block diagonal part M i of M couples left-left and right-right sectors. Thus, it is not interpreted as fermionic mass terms. It is responsable for the desired spontaneous symmetry breaking pattern from su(5) to the standard model Lie algebra su (3)⊕su (2)⊕u (1) , see item 4) at the very beginning. The Lie subalgebra of su (5) commuting with M i must be precisely the standard model Lie algebra. In terms of the decomposition
we put
, −
) ∈ su(5) .
With this notation, the desired symmetry breaking pattern is achieved for
where M 10 and M 5 are arbitrary 3 × 3-matrices. In contrast to the parameters entering M f we have no experimental hints how to choose M 10 and M 5 except that their norm must be very large. Namely, in both Grand Unification models there occur interactions which lead to proton decay. It turns out that the lifetime predicted for the proton depends on tr(M 10 M * 10 + M 5 M * 5 ) . The larger the trace (in units of m t ), the larger is the lifetime of the proton. It is essential that the matrices M u,d,e,ν and M 10,5 are generically chosen, because otherwise there would be unwanted contributions from the completion (19) . Finally, the grading operator isΓ
To this L-cycle we apply the formalism of non-associative geometry. The formalism performs the following job: It extends the matrix a ′ ∈ su(5) to a SU(5)-gauge field A ′ and the matrix a ′′ ∈ u(1) to a U(1)-gauge field A ′′ . Moreover, it extends the matrix m to a 24-Higgs multiplet Ψ + m , the matrix n to a complex 5-Higgs multiplet Φ+n and the matrix n ′ to a complex 45-Higgs multiplet Υ+n ′ . Totally, there are 124 Higgs fields and 24 gauge bosons; for the su(5) ⊕ u(1)-case there is one gauge boson more. The connection form has the structure
Here, we have denoted byπ the embedding (39) of the gauge fields A ′ and A ′′ , the embedding (42) of the Higgs multiplets Φ + n and Υ + n really do occur. A computation of the minimum of such a monster seems hopeless. However, we do not have to work. The minimum is simply given by
This is a general feature of non-associative (and non-commutative) geometry; the Higgs fields occur already in the broken phase. Just to give an impression of the power of non-associative geometry we list few examples of occurring contributions to the Higgs potential. Let
Here, iY ′ denotes the 24-component of the 10 × 10-matrix iY . Then,
is a typical contribution to the Higgs potential. If one came to the idea to change the relative coefficients a bit, say, to omit the linear terms in V i , then (50) is no longer the minimum and one has to deal with 500 pages. At this point at the latest one realizes the advantage that non-associative geometry brings to gauge field theory. The linear terms in (51) arise from the part σ(ω 1 ) in equation (14) for the differential. They lead to cubic terms in the Higgs potential, which must not be omitted! Principally, we have the freedom to choose the global parameters in the Higgs potential such as λ ij in (52) arbitrarily (but such that the Higgs potential remains positive definite). In the classical construction this freedom exists indeed, and that is the reason why one obtains no predictions for the masses of the Higgs fields. In non-associative geometry, also these global parameters are fixed. They are given by traces over certain combinations of the matrices M u,d,e,ν and M 10,5 . Thus, if we fix the mass matrix M then all Higgs masses are determined.
For the SU(5)-model, the Lie subalgebra which leaves the vacuum (50) invariant is C ∞ (X)⊗(su(3) C ⊕u(1) EM ) . The su(3) corresponds to the colour symmetry and the u(1) to the symmetry generated by the electric charge of the particles. In the SU(5) × U(1)-model there is an additional surviving u(1) B−L -Lie subalgebra, which is generated by the difference (B − L) =(barion charge -lepton charge). The remaining 15 gauge degrees of freedom, corresponding to 
whose masses are obtained by diagonalization of the bilinear terms of the Higgs potential. These bilinear terms to select is still a tedious procedure (without computer algebra it is almost impossible to avoid errors).
Physical Results from the Grand Unification Models
We present the final results in Table 1. In this table, we Table 1 are correct for
For 0 ≤ λ,λ < 1 there is a strong mixing between Higgs fields of the same electric and coloured charge, and some smaller contributions from other fermion masses become essential. The parameter M ≫ m t is the Grand Unification scale and by definition bigger than λm t ,λm t . For λm t ,λm t being of the same order as M (which is the generic case), the mass formulae for the Higgs fields which do not lead to proton decay remain correct, but the degeneration of the masses of the Higgs fields leading to proton decay is resolved to a certain extend. However, these masses remain of the order M . The parameters M, λ,λ are certain combinations of the unknown parameters of the matrices M 10 and M 5 . Due to these matrices, we also have an additional dependence of the parametersξ, ξ 3 and an unspecified dependence leading to the mass intervals in Table 1 . Let us comment on some observations:
1) There occur four mass scales in the models, where some of them may coincide:
The mass scale of the fermions determined by m t , the Grand Unification scale M and two intermediate scales determined byλm t and λm t . All particles leading to proton decay have a mass of the order M . The consequence is that 32 coloured Higgs fields get a rather low mass, for any possible choice of the mass matrices M 10 and M 5 . If the model is correct, these Higgs fields must be observable one day. These light Higgs fields could potentially lead to deviations from the standard model:
4) The coloured Higgs fields couple to the quarks, to each other, and to the gluons qualitatively as the gluons do. The difference is that the Higgs fields exchange left-and right-handed quarks, whereas the gluons preserve the helicity. The quantitative difference are the coupling constants to the fermions. Since Higgs fields couple to fermions proportional to the fermion mass, there is a significant coupling only to the top quark. Gluons manifest in experiments via additional hadron jets arising from gluon bremsstrahlung. Analogously, if the masses of the coloured Higgs fields are sufficiently small, then the top quark emits Higgs bremsstrahlung as well, which leads to additional hadron jets at energies above the mass of the top. There could also be other corrections, such as for the partial decay width of particles.
5) The lower bound for the masses of these coloured Higgs fields established by experiments leads to the conclusion that λ is very large in the SU(5) × U(1)-model. Therefore, besides the standard model Higgs field φ ′ and the 32 coloured Higgs fields there are no further Higgs field observable if that model is correct. In the SU(5)-model, a generic choice of the mass matrices also yields large values for λ andλ . This implies that only the standard model Higgs field is light, and (apart from proton decay) there should be no major corrections to the standard model. We see that non-associative geometry has the flexibility to describe Grand Unification models, in contrast to the most elegant version of non-commutative geometry. The results obtained for the SU(5) × U(1)-model possibly lead to corrections to the standard model. Thus, a further analysis of this model by perturbation theory and a comparison with experimental results could be interesting.
